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Costa Blanca’s Wonderful Beaches

T

he Costa Blanca has one of its main attractions
in the extension of its coast, 212 kilometres, and
in its mild climate with an average annual temperature of 17°C. Of the nearly 115 beaches and
coves where we can swim, 32 have received the
“Blue Flag” –an environmental qualification given by
de EC– and 55 are accessible for handicapped people. Most beaches and places where you can bathe
or swim are indicated in the towns and on the roads,
have first aid service and sportive areas on the sand.
In some cases there are library service and in many
others there are car parks, telephone, restaurants
and leisure services.
The orographic and geographic characteristics of
the Costa Blanca determine the nature of its coast.
The northern part of the province, is crossed by
chains of mountains, which get into the sea forming
steep cliffs of more than 150 metres high. Next to
these cliffs we find caves formed by water currents
coming from the heavy rainfall of the area. The
southern part of the Costa Blanca, from Alicante to
Pilar de la Horadada, is characterised by the extension of its beaches of soft sand.
3

Beaches of Denia

M

onitored by the ever venerable and defiant
top of the Montgo, Denia town retains the
atmosphere of a traditional fishing village,
completed with the best services and the dynamism of
its tourism sector.
Denia, with its Marine Reserve of Cape San Antonio, is
a paradise for divers and water sports enthusiasts,
while a reservoir of major marine ecosystems of the
Mediterranean.

Its unique architecture has remnants of the Arab period in the narrow streets surrounding the castle, situated on a small promontory that makes the city recognizable from the sea.
Denia is also a town rich in nightlife and holds a connection by ferry with Ibiza.

4

Marineta Cassiana Beach

B

efore getting into the cliff area (where the rocks
predominate) that get progressively more abundant as we cross the coast south towards Cape
San Antonio, the Cassiana Marina Beach, located south
of the port of Denia, is one of the last opportunities for
sand lovers to take a refreshing swim in its clear waters.

The beach has many restaurants nearby and even a
beach bar (“chiringuito”) where the coolest youth from
Denia gathers to watch the sunset on the blue and generally calm waters.
The beach is located next to the modern leisure complex (pubs and restaurants) which was built inside the
port area.

Lengh

1.260 m

Average Width

30 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes

5

Les Marines Beach

T

his is one of the most famous beaches of Denia. Its
width, fineness of the sand and its location sheltered from east winds by the presence of the impressive harbor breakwaters, make it very attractive and
enjoyable for adults and especially children.
Its privileged orientation allows to have one of the best
views of the castle. It is usually very crowded with
youngsters of all nationalities in search of rest after the
busy nights of Denia.
In the nearby area there is an excellent representation
of restaurants to suit all tastes.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

2.570 m
80 m
Average
No

6

Punta del Raset Beach

B

eing the natural continuation of Les Marines
beach to the south, and closed by the Harbour’s
north dike that homes to the fishing port, yacht
club and marina, the Punta del Raset is quite wide due
to the accumulation of sands on the northern edge of
the dike.

This is a small cove, with coarse reddish sand and clean
water, and accessible to people with disabilities.

Lengh

570 m

Average Width

75 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes

7

Les Bovetes Beach

L

ong sandy beach located in the northern sector of
Les Marines. It is a bustling area with many apartments, restaurants, the modest but always-nice
beach bars (“chiringuitos”), and some of the largest hotels in Denia. It offers all the services of a great beach.
Les Bovetes, along with other beaches in this sector has
been helped by the construction of small stone breakwaters that retain the precious sand.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

670 m
80 m
Average
Yes

8

Els Molins Beach

I

t is located in an area where sand dominate over
gravel and with all services available. A beach that
facilitates access for people with disabilities.

Els Molins is very busy and lively, offering facilities for
beach volleyball and a surveillance tower.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.530 m
75 m
Average
Yes

9

Les Deveses Beach

L

es Deveses is the first beach of the Costa Blanca,
since north of it start the shores of the province of
Valencia.

Mainly composed of sand, there are some dunes that
hold some patches of natural vegetation that lead to
natural
spaces
like
the
Pego-Oliva
Marjal.
The beach is frequented by young fans of water sports.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

4.870 m
50 m
Average
No

10

Les Rotes Beach

L

es Rotes is an area of less bustle than the nearby
Les Marines, and its beaches are not sand; but it
rather dominates the sea eroded rock, creating
hundreds of impossible shapes that make this piece of
coast unique.
This is a sector of Denia, sometimes ignored by the mass
tourism, but of great beauty, thanks to its small esplanades between rocks, inlets of small size but enormous
charm
and
sm all
and
medium
cliffs.
Its natural values are accredited by its inclusion in a marine reserve where fishing and other activities such as
scuba diving are restricted.
There are different coves integrated withing Les Rotes,
such as Arenetes beach, Punta Negra and El Trampolí,
each of them with its peculiarities.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

4.870 m
50 m
Average
No

11

Beaches of Javea

ocated at the southern foot of mount Montgó,
Javea has probably the best views over this great
mountain, which turns reddish in the breathtaking
sunrises of the Costa Blanca.

L

the summer bustle, it is still possible to find charming
streets to get lost. Many buildings show excellent stone
works that tell us of the town’s past splendor.

The town has a small traditional fishing port and nearby, small taverns serving local specialties such as fish
and shellfish.

Javea is definitely a great place to live or visit. Even
our ancestors back in the Paleolithic knew it, and left
their mark on the famous Montgó Cave, located at
Cape San Antonio.

In Javea stands out its medieval village, where despite

12

La Granadella Beach

L

a Granadella is one of the little treasures of
Javea. To access the beach there is a road of
steep slope that gradually displays the beauty of
La Granadella.

The waters are of high quality, and because gravel
predominate, it is a perfect place to practice scuba
diving, thanks also to its easy access and the wealth of
information for its practice.

Lengh

220 m

Average Width

24 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No

13

La Barraca (Portitxol) Beach

O

ne of the best options for those who like nature, as native vegetation grow almost falling
to the edge of the sea.

Excellent views of the Portitxol Island are a major attraction. Near the beach, there are some small and
modest piers.
It is a good base to start diving near the island, much
better if guided by one of the local guides to enjoy
each and every one of the rich corners of the existing
seabed.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

600 m
8m
High
No

14

Ambolo Beach

I

t is located south of Cape Nao and facing the enigmatic Descubridor Island.

A rough staircase carved into the rock gives access
to the beach, where gravel predominate and the
large blocks of limestone and rock walls give it a special appeal.
Given the relative difficulty of access, this beach is not
busy any time of the year, not even in the summer,
making from it an ideal place for that peaceful swim
alone that many crave.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

80 m
6m
Average
No

15

Cala Blanca Beach

S

mall cove of pedestrian access only. The creek
gets its name from the dominant color of the
rock, in which the effect of sea erosion created
natural sculptures of great beauty.
From this beach there are great views of the Montgó.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

300 m
8m
Average
No

16

La Grava Beach

T

his beach is located next to the existing pleasant
promenade in “Les Duanes”, south of the marina
and fishing port.

This urban beach has clear waters and is made of
gravel. Thanks to its position, sheltered by the prominent San Antonio Cape, it enjoys calm and some
moderate waves.
With its proximity to the town center and the gastronomic offer available in its surroundings is one of the
busiest in the municipality.
.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

550 m
4m
Average
No

17

El Arenal Beach

T

his is one of the most famous and popular beaches
of Javea: not in vain has endless white sand and a
gentle slope that make it very suitable for swimming.

Its northern boundary is the Parador de Javea, which
has one of the best views of the territory in between the
capes of San Antonio and La Nao, with facilities awarded with tourism excellence. Near the Parador there is a
small canal that served as a small marina for pleasure
craft.
Bordering the small beach bay that El Arenal forms,
there are restaurants for all tastes and lively bars, with
typical summer markets that will delight the whole family.

Lengh

450 m

Average Width

80 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes

18

Primer Muntanyar Beach

T

his is a pebble beach sidelined by a row of villas
and interspersed with some rocky area. During the
summer, visitors will find a variety of activities ranging from jet skiing to sailing or windsurfing.
Some of the existing bars on the beach, known as
“chiringuitos”, calls for a nice conversation with sea
views.
This is a quiet area that runs along Avenida del Mediterráneo, an avenue that leads to the busiest area of
Arenal.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.380 m
30 m
Average
No

19

Pope (Tangó) Beach

I

t is a small beach located next to the modest but
charming marina. The gravel predominates but the
w a te r
is
of
an
outstanding
q u a l i ty .
There is a short route between rocks by the sea, which
will delight children.
The proximity and majesty of the Montgó make of this
beach a good choice near the town of Javea.
At the marina there are numerous bars and taverns in
the harbour area in which one may recover strength after a day of walking, swimming or water sports.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

100 m
5m
Average
No

20

El Poble Nou de Benitatxell - El Moraig Beach

L

ong time belonging to the Marquisate of Denia,
Benitachell retains the traditional flavor of the
small towns of the interior of the always surprising
region of Marina Alta. Its coastline is dominated by
steep cliffs, surrounded by natural vegetation, which
resemble other known beaches, like the ones of the
Balearic Islands.
El Moraig Beach
Amongst rugged stone cliffs over a hundred meters
high we find this small pebble beach of clear waters. A
beach that knows the stories of smugglers, pirates and

humble fishermen who were at sea trying to make a
living
that
the
hard
land
denied
them.
El Moraig beach is ideal for swimming in a relaxed atmosphere. In it we can enjoy the “Cova dels Arcs”, a
beautiful aquatic cave that is the exit to the sea of an
underground river. A treasure for diving lovers.
Lengh

500

Average Width

80 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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Beaches of Moraira

T

he municipality has two villages: one inland, Teulada, and on the coast, Moraira.

Even if housing developments dominate most of
the landscape, the area retains interesting values, not
only natural but also cultural, as numerous watch towers, among which stands the one known as the castle
of Moraira or the more isolated and photogenic “Torre
Vigia de Cap d 'Or”.

In the Cap d’Or we can find the “Cova de la Cendra” (Cave of Ash), a magnificent example of the occupation of the area in past times. It is evident that our
ancestors, like us, were powerfully attracted by the
stunning scenery: the cave was occupied from the
year 6000 to the year 1500 BC, so the cave is of vital
importance to know how was this area in Prehistory.

22

L’Ampolla Beach

I

t is the beach par excellence of Moraira for its size,
much larger than the rest of the town's beaches, the
sand quality and the variety of services. It has large
parking areas, playgrounds and all the facilities that a
dynamic coastal town like Moraira, concerned about
the quality of its beaches, has to offer.

Near the beach it stands the castle of Moraira.

Lengh

400 m

Average Width

50 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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L’Andragó Beach

W

ell known for the existence of a cafe, with its
namesake in the nearby island of Ibiza, from
which to watch the sunset in the winter or
cool off after a long day at the beach during the summer.

The area also offers a variety of restaurants and more
modest places where to rest. The view of the nearby
town of Moraira with its stunning eighteenth century
watchtower dominating everything is one of its main attractions.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

100 m
75 m
Average
No

24

El Portet Beach

E

l Portet beach is located beside a perfect cape
shelter. It is one of the rarest and of a most exclusive atmosphere of Moraira. A lovely shell shaped
cove of crystalline waters, sand and rock. A magnificent
setting for taking a leisurely swim.

The small promenade takes us to the numerous places
were to enjoy the lovely panoramic views of the “Peñón
de Ifach” and Punta de Moraira.

Lengh

350 m

Average Width

20 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No

25

Les Platgetes Beach

T

his small sandy beach has an adjoining parking area. The restaurants here are rare but some of the
existing ones have a special, unique charm, evoking images more typical of a Greek island.
The small promenade with its beautiful balustrade is ideal to enjoy with children.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

200 m
25 m
Average
No

26

Beaches of Benissa

I

ts name, of Arabic origin, refers to its rich past. In
Benissa there is a record of countless Berber attacks
on an especially prone coast due to its abrupt configuration.

Today, among the more than twelve thousand inhabitants, there is a high proportion of European citizens,
who have taken up residence in this peaceful and
cosmopolitan town.

Benissa is also very popular for its varied cuisine, a gastronomy undoubtedly influenced by the combination
of sea and mountains.
In the distance, over the other buildings in the town,
stands the church known as the “Catedral de la Marina”: a colossal building that towers over the town of
Benissa.

27

Els Pinets Beach

E

ls Pinets is a particularly good area for walking
along the paths that run almost parallel to the
coastline.

The natural vegetation that has been well preserved,
gives to Els Pinets a paradisiacal look.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

20 m
6m
High
No

28

Baladrar Cove

G

ravel and pebble beach of turquoise clear
waters, in a setting where the pine trees almost
reach the sea. Ideal for both swimming and to
practice sailing or scuba diving.
During the summer there is a small but lively bar, a typical “chiringuito”

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

150 m
25 m
Average
No

29

Fustera Cove

S

mall cove with some white sand, equipped with
playground, so ideal for families.

The existing signage on the beach tells us of the
existence of the seabed of abundant Posidonia meadows that act as hatchery of fingerlings for many species
of fish. A paradise for diving fans simply provided with
diving mask and a snorkel tube.
Two paved paths lead to the creek and continue along
the coast through one of the most beautiful areas of the
Marina Alta.

Lengh

110 m

Average Width

40 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No

30

Advocat Cove

A

small parking area and the adjoining breakwater make this beach a tiny jewel ready to dazzle
the visitor.

Small limestone cliffs and sea access with ladder, like on
a gigantic pool, are some of the attractions of this
unique and beautiful beach.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

45 m
8m
High
No

31

Cap Blanc Beach

T

his is a difficult beach to reach, but deserves to be
visited. Visitors need to walk down a long staircase
to get to it, but enjoying this quiet rocky beach with
turquoise waters will offset the effort to access it is discovered.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

100 m
25 m
Average
No

32

La Llobella Beach

S

mall creek of pebble, gravel and rock, ideal for
those who prefer a quiet bath, away from the
crowds of other sectors. Its waters and backgrounds are really beautiful and very suitable for diving.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

100 m
25 m
Average
No

33

Beaches of Calpe

F

rom the air, the combination of the majestic limestone promontory of more than three hundred
meters high with the plain where the salt lakes
are placed, amazes visitors.
Both spaces are protected, being considered as a
natural park, the first, and a cataloged wetland, the
second, making clear that despite Calpe’s great tourism development, the natural values of this part of the
coast are very important.

Calpe’s council, committed to quality, has introduced
management systems on their beaches to reach excellence and ensuring the smooth running of all services. The result of all these efforts is obvious.

34

Levante (La Fossa) Beach

L

ocated near the Calpe Salt Lakes, an amazing
natural space where flamingos and seagulls remind us of its enormous natural value, despite the
presence of an impressive residential offer. This difficult
balance between nature and housing is evident in this
unique location.

The beach has a lovely promenade with an excellent
offer of services. It also provides an original view of the
“Peñón de Ifach”, to its less known and less photogenic
face, but anyway sublime, with small traces of vegetation that grow almost to the beach side.

Lengh

950 m

Average Width

40 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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Cantal Roig Beach

S

mall beach beside the fishing port of Calpe. It has
many restaurants where to try the local gastronomy, with the added attraction of seeing the arrival
of fishing boats and enjoy the fish auctions.
Despite its small size, is an ideal place to go with children
at any time of year, being very sheltered from the wind.

Lengh

200 m

Average Width

15 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No

36

Puerto Blanco Beach

S

mall cove of pebble and sand located north of
the marina of the same name. In Puerto Blanco
there is a famous diving center, from which to program exciting dives.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

100 m
10 m
Average
No

37

Arenal-Bol Beach

O

ne of the most beautiful and popular beaches
of Calpe.

Alongside its long promenade there are some of the
most modern hotels, where you can enjoy breathtaking
views over the beach and the “Peñón de Ifach”.
This beach also has the benefit of a variety of shops
nearby.
The orientation and the quality of its fine sand make it
particularly suitable for swimming.

Lengh

1.200 m

Average Width

50 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes

38

Calalga Beach

I

t is located north of the Levante beach and near a
pedestrian promenade that runs along the coast,
sometimes coinciding with a “long distance footpath” that is made visible by the red and white signage.
From the promenade, a steep ramp leads to this curious
beach where rests of underwater vegetation accumulates nearby proving that the seabed is healthy and full
of life.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

100 m
10 m
Average
No

39

La Manzanera Beach

T

his beach of a difficult access is the natural extension of the beach of El Arenal.

The most remarkable of it is the presence of apartment blocks bearing the signature of the famous architect Ricardo Bofill. Its colorful and unique geometric design creates a daring contrast with the near cliffs.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

200 m
5m
Average
No

40

Del Penyal Beach

A

djacent to the more popular Levante Beach,
Playa del Penyal is a small natural cove with
very clear water located under the shadow of
the impressive “Peñón de Ifach”.
Due to its location and interesting seabed is excellent for
practicing scuba diving and fishing.

Lengh

100 m

Average Width

5m

Occupation

Low

Dissabled Friendly

No

41

El Racó Beach

S

mall boulder beach bordering the north dike of
Calpe’s Sports Marina. From this beach one can
start an ecotour walk, called “Principe Felipe”.
Over El Racó stands, haughty, the Peñon de Ifach.

Lengh

80 m

Average Width

15 m

Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

Average
No

42

Les Urques Beach

F

or the more intrepid tranquility is guaranteed.
South of Puerto Blanco we find Les Urques beach,
a rustic cove with gravel and pebble located at
the south end of the large bay formed by the “Peñon
d’Ifach”, and within the area called “Morro de Toix”.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

200 m
10 m
Low
No

43

Beaches of Altea

L

ocated on a hill, the town of Altea is one of the
major touristic attractions of the Costa Blanca. Its
steep cobbled streets, whitewashed buildings,
gazebos; a set where art , crafts and cuisine come together like nowhere else on the Costa Blanca.
Its more than eight kilometers of coastline and the prodigious Sierra Bèrnia rising above the horizon produce
landscapes that combine sea and mountain that has
always attracted many local and foreign tourists.

In the vicinity of the town and as a vestige of a past
when agriculture predominated, we can find Altea la
Vella, a very strategic point to initiate activities in the
Sierra de Bèrnia .
From the distance, the cobalt blue dome of its church
calls attention. This image has been converted into an
icon, a true symbol of the coast of Alicante.

44

La Olla Beach

T

his beach is situated north of the village and between two small but charming marinas: “Mar y
Montaña” Marina and the tiny sports marina
“Portet de l'Olla” to the south.
During the summer, you can rent small boats such as
catamarans and surfboards. The beach is dominated by
rolling stones and rocks, which explain why this beach is
so tranquil.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.000 m
10 m
Average
Yes

45

La Barreta de Gualda Beach

L

ocated south from the Mascarat beach, La Barreta de Gualda is named after the existence of a
small stone riff nearby.

Given its proximity to the Luis Campomanes Marina, the
beach is a good place to start the practice of water
sports. The marina itself has a restaurant where to replenish forces

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

100 m
10 m
Average
No

46

Soio Cove

T

iny pebble and rock beach dominated by the
presence of buildings right to the edge of the sea.
The waters are clean and calm, and inviting for
bath thanks to its location, sheltered by portet de l'Olla
and Cap Negret.
From this beach there is a nice panoramic view from the
Rock of Ifach to Punta Bombarda.

Lengh

25 m

Average Width

10 m

Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

Low
No

47

Mascarat Beach

B

each located north of the Luis Campomanes Marina. Its northern boundary is the small limestone
protrusion known as Mascarat, which determines
the relative calm waters.
The characteristic beach boulders dominate the coast
of Altea and the sea bottom is very suitable for recreational diving.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

200 m
80 m
Average
No

48

Cap Negret Beach

T

his beach is named after a modest black rocks
cape. It is about two kilometers long and it is somehow the prelude of the waterfront of the town itself.
This is a semi-urban and generally uncrowded beach if
you compare it with the nearby and more famous
beaches located further south.

An open pebbly beach with clean waters with the lush
Sierra Bèrnia as a background.
It has facilities where you can rent paddleboats and
hammocks and nearby we find some of the best hotels
in Altea.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

2.000 m
50 m
Average
No

49

Cap Blanch Beach

L

ess crowded but nevertheless a spacious and attractive beach of Cobble. This is the southern most
of the beaches of Altea sector and leads us, without interruption, to the town of L'Alfas del Pi and Albir
beach.
The views from the beach invite you to walk along the
nearby Sierra Gelada, one of the few spots free of urbanization on the coast of Benidorm.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

800 m
80 m
Average
No

50

La Roda Beach

L

ocated south of the "Paseo del Mediterraneo" and
the small marina of Altea, Roda beach is the most
popular of this sector. There are well-known restaurants on it, in which to discover the local gastronomy or
explore the more international cuisine.
The beach is well defined by a graceful promenade
and reaches the fishing pier and marina, where you can
start a short trip to observe the lush seabed aboard ships
known underwater viewing.

Lengh

700 m

Average Width

50 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No

51

Alfaz del Pi - Playa de L’Albir

Its unique geographical location, halfway between
the
m ountains
and
the
sea,
and
its
microclimate might be the reasons why this town has
attracted thousands of Europeans who have decided
to take up residence in L'Alfas del Pi.
The town has earned a wide projection and international recognition through its Film Festival.
Protected by the bay of Altea, Albir beach is a wide
strip open to the sea that leads north to Cap Blanch, a
beach belonging to Altea. To the south it gives way to
the cliffs of the newly created Natural Park of Sierra

Gelada, in Benidorm.
It is a popular beach and has offers plently of options
to practice various water sports.
Next to it there is a lively promenade.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

500
45 m
Average
No

52

Beaches of Benidorm

B

enidorm is the Costa Blanca’s touristic capital
par excellence. Its strategic location provides a
microclimate which means, due to the higher
temperatures, that people can swim in the sea practically all year round. Its extremely well kept long fine
golden sand beaches are amongst the best in the
world. The most outstanding ones are Levante and Poniente beaches, separated by the small cove of Mal
Pas. Near the Sierra Helada, a natural park for trekking,
small cover like Tio Ximo cove, in the Rincón de Loix,
offering more privacy. The city has the most and most
varied offer of leisure parks, like Terra Mítica, Terra

Natura, Aqualandia, Mundomar and Aquanatura.
It can also boast one of the biggest accommodation
offers in Spain. We can enjoy an extensive number of
activities for all the family like walking in the old town,
visiting the viewpoint at Canfali point and enjoying a
beautiful panorama of the coast presided over by the
island, a setting highly valued by scuba divers, playing
golf, nautical activities, or at night time enjoying one of
the coast’s best nightlife. Benidorm offers entertainment all year round, a mini-Manhattan next to the
warm inviting Mediterranean.

53

Poniente Beach

D

espite the fact that the Poniente beach does
not face west as expected, but rather to the
south like its nearby sister beach Levante, the
long beach provides an equally exciting ambience with
splendid sand all along its three kilometres.
To the south it is bordered by the limestone outcrop
known as Cabezo del Tossal. At the end, defying the sky,
is the famous skyscraper hotel which offers marvellous
views of the bay and of the enigmatic islet which, according to legend, corresponds in size and shape with
the fragment missing from the nearby Puig Campana,
caused by a kick by Santiago’s horse: a beautiful and
hyperbolic story for a small island in the Mediterranean.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

3.100 m
105 m.
High
Yes
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La Almadrava Beach

T

he beach has the place name due to the past existence of traditional tuna fishing. It appears that
some artisan fishermen achieved excellence in the
noble town of Benidorm, and were sought after by other
ports due to their expertise in this art.
La Almadrava is a natural cove with fine sand and boulders in a rustic setting at the bottom of Serra Gelada.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

100 m
30m.
Average
No

55

Mal Pas Cove

T

his small but delightful beach goes from the million
times photographed Punta Canfalí to Benidorm
marina, and is less crowded than the nearby more
famous beaches of Poniente and Levante.
Despite its small size it has the same services and is very
close to the town centre. The views of the islet and San
Jaime church, photographic icon of Benidorm, are
some of its main attractions.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

120 m
30m.
Average
No

56

Levante Beach

L

evante beach is the embodiment of a beach for
those who like the cosmopolitan style, continuous
entertainment and, of course, the highest level of
quality and service.
A long well-designed promenade with the omnipresent
palm trees together with all kinds of restaurants, bars,
cafes, ice-cream parlours and shopping areas are its distinctive sign, all bathed in what many consider to be
one of the best microclimates in the Mediterranean,
due to its special orientation and the city’s geographic
configuration.
Opposite the beach is Benidorm Island which harbours a
submerged platform known as La Llosa, an important
marine reserve with an excellent seabed offering a true
gift to scuba divers.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

2.084 m
75 m.
High
Yes

57

Tio Ximo Cove

L

ocated in the recently created Serra Gelada Natural Park, the coves are substantially different from
the more famous and crowded Benidorm beaches. Their natural character is increased due to the difficult access but they are well worth a visit and a swim in
their exceptional water, without forgetting the regulations due to the fact that they are situated in the natural
park.

Lengh

60 m

Average Width

6 m.

Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

Average
No

58

Finestrat - Cala de Finestrat

T

he town of Finestrat is located at the foot of the
Puig Campana, the second highest peak in the
province of Alicante, with 1406 meters high.

From the town, the bustle of the coast is far away and
the town center keeps the flavor of their rural origins,
garnished with a strong buoyancy of tourism.
The town may be the ideal complement to a visit to
the Terra Mitica theme park, a prominent tourist resource of the region in which is located.

Cala de Finestrat is located between apartments and
prestigious hotels. Its excellent sand is much sought after by the many beachgoers. There is a parking area
and numerous restaurants and cafes, as well different
playgrounds for children.
Lengh

300

Average Width

75 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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Beaches of Villajoyosa

V

illajoyosa, popularly known as "La Vila", is a
town that has the sea as the main reference.
Being surrounded by mountains has possibly
contributed a great deal to that.
Villajoyosa is beach, tourism, but also culture and leisure. Among its cultural events stand out its Moors and
Christians festivities, declared of international tourist interest.

Its maritime façade, of colorful and imaginative houses, suggests the friendly nature of its people and their
sweetness, which materializes and takes shape in the
centuries-old expertise in chocolate making.
Gambling fans will find one of the best casinos on the
Costa Blanca awaiting them.

60

Playa Centro Beach

I

t is the main beach of Villajoyosa, located just in the
middle of the town, the colorful urban facades on the
background. It has a significant stretch of fine sand
and it is a lively place, probably influenced by the bright
colors of the houses behind.
The beach has all the facilities of an urban beach, with
excellent quality of sand and good swimming conditions. The nearby marina and the lively promenade that
runs alongside the beach, full of palm trees, are the
main attractions.

Lengh

1.190 m

Average Width

35 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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Playa Paradís

N

ear the area known as Colonia La Almadraba
we find this long beach of over a kilometer
long. It is of fine sand alternating with gravel
sectors.

The beach is relatively quiet and of a natural looking,
with plenty of palm trees.

This area is less urbanized than others in town and that,
together with the distance from the town center, makes
from it a wilder option for those that don’t like more conventional beaches.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

719 m
45 m
Average
No
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La Caleta Beach

I

t is a quiet beach where gravel dominates, which
does not prevent a comfortable bath in waters of a
deep blue color. In its immediate vicinity, the street
names, taken from many European countries, remind us
how varied is the population that has been attracted by
the magnetism of Villajoyosa.
Beachside is located one of the best-known luxury hotels in the Costa Blanca.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

139 m
50 m
Average
No

63

Bon Nou Beach

I

t is a quiet beach where gravel dominates, which
does not prevent a comfortable bath in waters of a
deep blue colour. In its immediate vicinity, the street
names, taken from many European countries, remind us
how varied is the population that has been attracted by
the magnetism of Villajoyosa.
Beachside is located one of the best-known luxury hotels in the Costa Blanca.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

237 m
50 m
Average
No

64

Del Torres Beach

L

ocated next to the campsites near the mouth of
River Torres, this beach is dominated by gravel and
gives way to the north to an area of medium
height cliffs, free of any urbanization, where the natural
vegetation remains intact.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

300 m
10 m
Average
No

65

Varadero (Estudiantes) Beach

N

ear the fishing port, Varadero beach is dominated by stones and sand. In summer there are
lively bars (“chiringuitos”) to quench your thirst
in a very relaxed and friendly environment.

Lengh

300 m

Average Width

8m

Occupation

Low

Dissabled Friendly

No

66

Beaches of El Campello

E

l Campello has long and excellent beaches on a
rugged and mountainous environment with
coastal cliffs of medium height, like the cove
called “Coveta Fumá” combined with exceptional
small coves between the rocks where sand and gravel
alternate, all that with a scenery and quality of waters
almost unique in the Alicante coast.

Next to the port is the watchtower, overlooking the area known as the “Illeta dels Banyets” (a small island).
The Illeta has great archaeological value, as it shows
prehistoric settlements ranging from the Bronze Age to
the remains of an Iberian settlement. You can also see
the remains of the Roman period, such as some thermal baths.

El Campello has an active fishing port and marina,
where you can attend the fish auction market, which
attracts professionals from all over the province.

In his nautical club, El Campello offers everything you
need for diving, sailing and surfing, and no shortage of
excellent restaurants where to replenish forces.
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Almadrava Beach

I

n an area with medium height cliffs, this beach is retains the name of ancient and memorable tuna fisheries that provided food stocks for long periods.

The Almadrava is a small beach where the pebbles predominate. Located opposite a residential zone and next
to the archaeological site of l'Illeta, it combines a quiet
family atmosphere with the proximity to the leisure, commercial and urban center of town.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

600 m
20 m
Average
No

68

Cala d’Enmig Cove

H

idden downwind of the area known as “Coveta
Fumá” is the tiny Cala d'Enmig, which has a road
access from the N-332 national road and by foot
from the nearest TRAM stop that connects Alicante with
Denia.
The cove is of coarse sand and thanks to its location
very calm and tidy.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

400 m
20 m
Low
No

69

Muchavista Beach

M

uchavista Beach is one of the best and longest beaches in this area and continues, without interruption, to the also bustling and famous beach of San Juan, in the municipality of Alicante.
The ample views are to the south, and along the beach
runs a lively promenade where we find restaurants, bars,
playgrounds and everything needed to enjoy.
During the summer this beach offers a wide range of activities such as animation and environmental workshops
for all ages. A beach of fine golden sand, privileged for
swimming and water sports such as windsurfing, as well
as for its pedestrian promenade of more than 3 km long.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

3.950 m
30 m
Average
Yes
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Carrer La Mar Beach

C

arrer La Mar Beach is located south of the bustling marina and fishing port of El Campello,
near the Watchtower Torre de l'Illet.

The beach has a good quality of sand held by numerous docks and rockfills constructed for this purpose,
which also provide an optimum tranquility for bathing.
The main attraction is its long boardwalk over a kilometer, very busy and with a renowned and varied gastronomic offer.
During the summer, there are all kinds of recreational
activities such as concerts, cinema beach-library. This
offer of many services make from it an exceptionally
busy urban beach.

Lengh

1.850 m

Average Width

30 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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Amerador Beach

T

his is a small semi-urban beach of quiet and natural
appearance located not far from the seafront
promenade in a less urbanized area. Of coarse
gravel, uncrowded and calm waters, it is excellent for
diving or fishing.
It is located close to the TRAM stop on the AlicanteDenia line. In fact, is highly recommended to take an
excursion on the Marine Railway, popularly known as “El
Trenet”, now a modern tram from Alicante city center,
that bordering the coast allows to get a quick and easy
idea from El Campello’s entire coastline

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

800 m
20 m
Low
No

72

Morro Blanc Cove (Coveta Fumá)

T

his creek, Morro Blanc, is also known as “Coveta
Fumá”. It is quiet and enjoys calm waters, thanks to
its special protection from the marine currents.

It is ideal for peaceful bathing and very popular for diving. A lovely place to enjoy nature at its best.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

270 m
30 m
Average
No

73

Beaches of Alicante (City)

T

he city of Alicante is one of those unique places
where you can still live without the burdens of big
cities, but with all of their services. The people
from Alicante live completely towards the sea with a
large marina that has managed to combine both leisure and services in a very balanced way.
Anyone that pays a visit to Alicante should visit the ruins of the Iberian- Roman city of Lucentum and the Ar-

chaeological Museum, which has been awarded as a
great museum.
There are excellent golf courses very close to the city.
If we add the delicious cuisine, the lovely promenades
and the lively nights, the touristic success of Alicante is
served.

74

El Postiguet Beach

T

he name of this beach has to do with feasting, intimate family moments, fun and buzz on a beach
which is arguably the heart of the city of Alicante. It
has a lively promenade, beautiful gardens and luxurious
hotels nearby.
To the south we have the emblematic Paseo de la Explanada: street markets, music from local bands and as
background, the peculiar sound of the rigging of the
many boats moored in its magnificent marina, where
you can start an interesting tour to the island of Tabarca.

Lengh

900 m

Average Width

45 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes

75

La Almadraba Beach

C

ertainly somewhat hidden and surrounded by
apartment blocks, La Almadraba beach is frequented by the proud owners of apartments in
the area. The beach name speaks of other times when
confident and abundant tuna fishes on their migration
were patiently surrounded and captured for the livelihood of many.
This is a small rocky beach, with black sand and calm
waters, located between the popular beach Albufereta
and Cabo de las Huertas.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

750 m
6m
Average
No

76

San Juan Beach

I

f there is an example of beach, with a variety of quality services, good restaurants, sands cleaned daily,
careful signaling and monitoring, and with sports activities for everyone, that is San Juan Beach.
This beach is of a family character, located between El
Campello and Cabo Huertas. It is surrounded by apartment blocks where people from all over the country
spend their holidays.
The traffic restriction on the first line and a careful restoration of the coastline make it very pleasant to walk
along the coast. The Tram or train coast comfortably allows mobility from Alicante and northward to other
coastal towns.

Lengh

2.900 m

Average Width

90 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes

77

El Saladar Beach

S

mall urban beach in the southern sector of the
city. The road and the railroad tracks compete for
space in this area, which has taken its name from
the existence of a large salt marsh called “Agua
Amarga”, a large area of wetland of great value that
survives the pressure from the urban developments and
that leads to having some of the natural vegetation intact.
From this beach there are views to the port area and
the city of Alicante with its Santa Barbara Castle overlooking the city from the hill where it is located.
This is a beach of fine golden sand, offering over a mile
to walk.

Lengh

1.600 m

Average Width

45 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No

78

La Albufereta Beach

I

f we head north along the wide avenues running parallel to the coast, we will find this small beach. The Albufereta retains the name of the missing lagoon that
existed in its environment, dried in past centuries. Being
small in size the quality of sand is very good.
The beach is mainly used by the residents of the area of
the same name.
In the immediate surroundings, you can find the ruins of
the Iberian-Roman city of Lucentum, precursor to the
present city of Alicante.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

500 m
18 m
Average
No
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Beaches of Elche

T

he city of Elche is known for the existence of the
largest palm grove in Europe, a legacy of Andalusian agriculture that has been declared by
UNESCO “World Heritage Site”.

around the Iberian country.

While the origins of Elche are date back to the Neolithic, perhaps its more splendid time and certainly the
best known, took place in the V century BC with the
foundation of the Iberian city “Helike”, when is dated
the most representative symbol of the city : the Dama
d' Elx . The majestic sculpture of a supposed priestess
who is one of the most important works of art from

Beyond industry, the town has natural areas of great
ecological value, such as the natural park of “El Hondo”, extensive dune areas of great beauty or small
places like the “Clot de Galvany” which shows flora
and fauna of great relevance and, of course, numerous museums that make clear the rich history of the city

Elx is also the capital of the Spanish footwear industry,
which emerged powerful back in the nineteenth century.
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Los Arenales Beach

T

his golden sandy beach is used by the many owners of apartments in the residential area called Arenales del Sol.

The existing dune areas, both north and south, produce
a wild environment and natural beauty that, together
with the wide range of services available, have turned
this beach into a very popular place.

Lengh

1.410 m

Average Width

80 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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La Marina Beach

L

a Marina Beach, like its neighboring and very similar beaches of Les Pesqueres and El Pinet. It is located south of the El Pinet salt lakes, which can
confuse visitors passing through the Santa Pola cliffs and
the lighthouse as you drive down the road N-332.
It is very similar in characteristics to the previously mentioned beaches and therefore highly recommended for
a family beach day, away from the crowds of other sectors.

Lengh

1.100 m

Average Width

60 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes

82

Les Pesqueres Beach

A

beach with a marked wild aspect and great
quality of sand. Despite its recondite character,
it has all the required services for its full enjoyment.

It connects with the Guardamar dunes, which are a set
of great ecological value where one can venture into
nature knowledge while enjoying stunning quiet beaches.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.360 m
60 m
Average
No

83

El Carabassí Beach

T

he beach is located at the base of the mountain of
the same name, near the salt marshes and wetlands of Els Bassals and Clot Galvany, where small
groves of taray trees defy drought. It is a suitable for
nudism in a natural environment.
On the coast, and depending on time of year, you can
see some interesting fauna. The Clot Galvany is considered a local natural place (a figure dedicated to areas
of natural value of local relevance), and the beach is
considered an ecological protection zone.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

2.660 m
80 m
Average
No

84

El Altet Beach

L

ocated between two major developments such as
Urbanova and Los Arenales del Sol El Altet Beach is
the natural beach of the area of the same name,
which belongs to Elche.
This unique sandy beach, which is about a mile long, is a
small natural redoubt. A unique dune complex, where
you can find several endemic species of vegetation
and that shows how the coast was in not so ancient
times.
The town gives its name to the crowded and known El
Altet Airport, the gateway for millions of tourists to the
Costa Blanca.

Lengh

1.620 m

Average Width

80 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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El Pinet Beach

L

ocated at the southern end of the municipality, this
beach takes its name after the nearby existence of
a grove of pine trees that seat on an interesting
dune complex.
The sand is white and fine, and despite its semi-wild
character, this beach offers many services. The proximity
to the Guardamar dunes add great natural value to
these beaches, small havens of nature to enjoy the sea
and sun.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

730 m
50 m
Average
No

86

Beaches of Santa Pola

W

ith a mountain range as a setting and with
its spectacular urban development, Santa
Pola is a town of a great tourist buoyancy,
backed by its beaches, which comply the best standards of quality assurance and eco-friendly such as the
ISO900 and ISO 14000 regulations. The salt lakes as a
unique landscape and, of course, the nearby island of
Tabarca outstand as main attractions.

Its numerous beaches (Pinet, Tamarit, Playa Lisa, Gran
Playa, Levante, Varadero, and the coves alongside the
Santiago Bernabeu promenade or the ones near the
cape) along with the huge and varied range of leisure
by the sea and the fine cuisine, make of Santa Pola an
ideal place, not only for summer holidays, but also to
settle down and enjoy the sea breeze more permanently.
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Llevant (Levante) Beach

T

his is the most central beach, and with permission
from the other beaches of Santa Pola, one of the
liveliest. It is adjoining north the marina and fishing
port of Santa Pola and it offers all services over a large
area of fine white sand. It also has a wide range of children's and sports games.
In its vicinity, once in the port, there are curious and effective taxi boats or larger vessels that will allow you to
make an unforgettable visit to the nearby island of
Tabarca.

Lengh

460 m

Average Width

67 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes

88

El Pinet Beach

N

ot easily accessible and dominated by the exploitation of the salt lakes, activity of which you
can find old and new remnants of this ancient
and essential activity.

The area has a natural character with lots of waterbirds
either wintering in the region or breeding during spring:
a perfect combination for nature and sea lovers.

Lengh

3.590 m

Average Width

10 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No

89

Varadero Beach

T

he beach is embellished by the existence of a lively
promenade that runs along the long bike path very
journeyed. South of it the boats are caulked and
put in place in a small but busy shipyard.
Throughout this area, the views are directed to the nearby island of Tabarca. From the port of Santa Pola visiting
it can be arranged quickly at any time of year.

Lengh

475 m

Average Width

62 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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La Gola Beach

G

ola Beach is located near the old “gola” or
small channel between the salt lake and the
sea, near the Natural Park of Salinas de Santa
Pola.

A narrow beach with clean waters and fine sand, which
is only accessible by foot from the nearby beaches of
Tamarit or El Pinet.

Lengh

1.710 m

Average Width

10 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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Playa Lisa Beach

P

laya Lisa Beach is adjoining the west extension of
the town of Santa Pola, and has similar characteristics to the Gran Playa.

The salt lakes are in their immediate surroundings. Stockpiles of salt ready for sale and transportation put a
unique touch to this popular beach, where the snowy
white oof the salt contrasts with the blue sea waters and
the pink ponds generated by a bacteria phenomenon,
pink ponds through which water passes before final crystallization.

Lengh

600 m

Average Width

120 m

Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

High
No

92

Santa Pola del Este Coves

T

he small coves called Santa Pola del Este have
been won, scratched one might almost say, to the
coast, thanks to the use of small rockfills perpendicular to it.

Although they are small in size, the quality of the sands is
good and they are located in a quiet residential environment and alongside a nice and well-integrated
promenade

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

380 m
45 m
Average
No

93

Gran Playa Beach

G

ran Playa is located south of the marina of
Santa Pola, offering a variety of restaurants
where to try the local cuisine or, for the more
adventurous, start a short but unforgettable trip to
Tabarca, either on the larger vessels or with small taxiboats.
The beach is large in size and of good quality sands and
in summer is one of the most popular in this area, also
known as the west expansion (“Ensanche”) of Santa Pola.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.060 m
120 m
Average
Yes

94

L’Aljup Cape Coves

L

ocated at the base of the mountain and under the
protection of the lighthouse that nostalgically
shines on the era of telecommunications, this
s t r e t c h
o f
t h e
c o a s t
i s
dominated by rocks.
Its natural character is only interrupted by the sporadic
paragliding practice, with starting at the top of the
nearby Sierra de Santa Pola, fills the sky and cliffs with
their color

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

830 m
26 m
Average
No

95

Santiago Bernabeu Coves

T

he beaches of Santiago Bernabéu, next to the avenue of the same name, are protected by long
stone breakwaters, and are the result of the sedimentation of sand brought by longshore currents.
The sand is white and fine, and given their configuration
between various rockfills, these beaches are very calm
and suitable for swimming and a wide range of water
sports.
Alongside them we can find the promenade and the
bike path that runs along most of the beaches of Santa
Pola.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

920 m
50 m
Average
No

96

Tamarit Beach

L

ocated in the south sector of Santa Pola and
alongside the road N-332, this is a peaceful beach
with clean waters, fine sand and a very flat seabed.

Equipped with all kinds of infrastructure and services, it is
accessible
to
people
with
disabilities.
The beach takes its name from the nearby famous Torre
Tamarit, photographic icon of the Natural Park of the
Salinas de Santa Pola: a protected area of natural value. The flamingos, avocets, cormorants, and variety of
waders, will delight children and adults.

Lengh

830 m

Average Width

150 m

Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

Average
Yes
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Beaches of Guardamar

G

uardamar del Segura is known for its sand
dunes and long beaches with turquoise waters. The middle name of the town “Segura”,
comes from the river of that same name, source of
wealth and fertile fields. Even today, Guardamar it’s
known for its cultivation of “ñora” (a type of pepper),
an essential seasoning for many types of rice and specially those from Alicante and Valencia (the famous
“paella”). At the mouth of the river we can find a
modern marina, very popular with boat owners.

Apart from some long sandy beaches, surrounded by
nature, Guardarmar has other beaches in-town, with
more of an urban character and with all services and
amenities available.

98

El Moncayo Beach

E

l Moncayo beach is the natural continuation of
the El Campo beach. The dunes had been partially lost in this sector, transformed into farmland
and residential areas, but it maintains a small dune
ridge. The beach still offers a natural aspect with waters
and sand of an excellent quality.

Access is via the N-332 national road, about two kilometers south of the town of Guardamar del Segura. Open
spaces and fine golden sand characterize this beach
about a mile long, located in a transition area between
the city and the south end dunes.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.460 m
40 m
Average
No
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Playa Centro Beach

P

laya Centro is situated on the southern edge of
Guardamar’s dunes and because is so close to
the town is undoubtedly the liveliest of all the
beaches, as it combines the natural attraction of quiet
beaches some of the life of others with a more typical
urban character.

A long promenade runs parallel to it which offers many
lively bars, restaurants and dozens of shops. And very
close to this beach is a pleasant park with fountains,
lakes and trees that becomes very lively at sunset.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

450 m
30 m
Average
Yex
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La Roqueta Beach

P

laya Roqueta is between the neighbouring
beaches of Moncayo and Playa Centro, located
in an area where you can find some of the best
restaurants in town. It is an open beach, semi-urban, surrounded by villas and apartments, which gives it a
strong family atmosphere.

Like its neighbouring beaches the quality of water and
sand is excellent. Its fine golden sand and the services it
offers make it very attractive both for swimming and for
water sports.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.180 m
35 m
Average
Yex

101

La Babilonia Beach

T

his long and generous Guardamar beach is named
after the line of fishermen’s houses that lingers in
strange coexistence with the beach. It offers all the
services of an urban beach and its existence is somewhat in contradiction with the precious sand dunes.
The beach is of a white sand and with very good quality
of water.

Lengh

1.074 m

Average Width

20 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yex

102

Les Ortigues Beach

P

laya Les Ortigues is located next to the famous
Guardamar dunes: a long stretch of sand dunes
of a great natural attraction withheld by a large
pine forest.

The dunes have undergone restoration to facilitate the
natural processes that provide the sand and then its settle, thus enabling the development of dune vegetation
and preserving the interior from the east winds (called
“Levante”)

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.490 m
60 m
Average
No

103

El Campo Beach

P

laya del Campo is similar to Les Ortigues
beach characteristics, a great dune haven
of totally preserved nature from housing developments, which dominate large areas north and south.
This beach has a semi-natural character and its waters
and sands are of exceptional quality.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

2.030 m
60 m
Average
No

104

Els Tossals Beach

E

ls Tossals beach is one of the quietest of the municipality because as it has remained free of urbanization and counts with abundant and valuable natural vegetation. Its ecological value is evidenced
by the presence of botanical reserves of small dimensions, but very valuable, which you can easily find
thanks to the appropriate signage.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.672 m
50 m
Low
No

105

Els Vivers Beach

E

ls Vivers Beach is located near the mouth of the
river Segura and, like La Babilonia beach, adjoining the dunes of Guardamar, set by abundant
vegetation. It is a natural, open and sandy beach.
In the dune area you can see some important archaeological sites, like Rabita Califal and La Fonteta. At the
river mouth, in recent times, it has been built the Marina
de las Dunas sports marina, which has fifty moorings.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1.212 m
40 m
Average
No
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Beaches of Torrevieja

T

orrevieja is the main town on the Costa Blanca
South, and in recent years has experienced a
spectacular urban development due to its mild
climate and unique landscape, with spectacular
beaches and also the Natural Park of Las Salinas de la
Mata and Torrevieja as its main asset.
Beyond Cape Cervera, a succession of coves open
between half-height cliffs up to the busy beach of Los
Locos, paradigm of an urban beach in Torrevieja.
Heading south in town and amongst buildings we can
see El Cura beach, and further south, the modern port

from which tons of Torrevieja’s white gold, salt, are
freighted to all parts of the world. Los Naufragos
beach ends the Torrevieja coastline, highly urbanized
but with excellent conditions for swimming and enjoying the sea and water sports.
The growing cosmopolitan character of the area is
noted in shops and restaurants, with their great offer. In
closing we should not forget the numerous golf courses
in the surrounding areas that complete the sporting offer of Torrevieja, one of the references for tourism on
the Costa Blanca
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Los Naufragos Beach

S

mall sandy beach with clear waters and semiurban aspect located south of Torrevieja’s marina,
in which southernmost dam rests. It is very lively
and crowded, due to the presence of nearby developments like La Veleta, and a variety of both recreational
and sports activities.

From the beach you can see the mountains of salt accumulating in the port, generating a scenic picture.
For nature lovers, the nearby Natural Park of the Lagunas de la Mata and Torrevieja is an added attraction.

Lengh

300 m

Average Width

45 m

Occupation

HIgh

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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El Cura Beach

I

t is the first of the beaches located north of Torrevieja’s sports and fishing Marina, with the small cape
known as Punta Corral or Margalló being its northern
boundary.

El Cura is the typical urban beach: fine golden sand
with beautiful landscape of palm trees, and with all
kinds of services, not only around but also within the
beach. In its seafront promenade one will find restaurants and other catering services that display one of the
liveliest images of this important tourist center.

Lengh

380 m

Average Width

25 m

Occupation

HIgh

Dissabled Friendly

No
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La Mata Beach

W

ith more than two kilometres it is one of the
longest beaches of Torrevieja. Its northern limit is the small town of La Mata.

The beach has a marked ecological character. Alongside it a long promenade facilitates mobility around the
area.
The nearby Natural Park of the Lagunas de la Mata and
Torrevieja, with its bird observatories and interpretation
centre, offers a leisure alternative in Torrevieja. Its population of avocets, flamingos and ducks of various species will delight the whole family.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

2250 m
10 m
Average
Yes
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Los Locos Beach

N

ext to the El Palmeral urbanization we can find
this beach that leads north to an area of cliffs
interrupted by numerous small coves with esplanades where to rest and watch the clear and calm waters that are characteristic of the whole coast of Torrevieja.

Due to the nearby small cape of Punta del Salaret the
Los Locos beach has an abundance of calm, small
waves and shows a smooth profile, with a slight inward
slope, ideal for swimming and for kids.

Lengh

780 m

Average Width

30 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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Beaches of Orihuela Costa

O

rihuela Costa offers a particularly varied
coastline along the Alicante seaboard: cliff
environments, isles, coves, long beaches and
two extremely charming marinas: Cabo Roig marina
and Dehesa de Campoamor marina.

The large variety of different beaches that the district
has to offer and the quality of their waters makes Orihuela Costa one of the most outstanding sites for bathing in the sea on the Costa Blanca.

Orihuela Costa forms part of one of the largest districts
in the province of Alicante, and over the last few years
it has been the site of extensive touristic development,
becoming one of the favourite areas chosen by European residents for the purchase of a property in Spain.
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Barranco Rubio Beach

L

ocated at the mouth of a ravine of the same
name, this beach is located beside the Cala Capitan. Barranco Rubio, also known as the Small
beach, is the second largest beach in Orihuela Costa.
It is a white sand beach with all of the services you
would expect in an area where water quality is an absolute must: hotel, restaurant, lifeguard post, car parks, a
shopping centre, cinema, parks, discotheque, sports areas, cafes, and pubs.
Along with La Glea and Aguamarina beaches, it is located on the seafront of the Dehesa de Campoamor
district.

Lengh

655 m

Average Width

48 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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Cala Capitán (Cove)

S

imilar in nature to the beaches of La Zenia, Cala
Capitan is small in size and is frequented by the
residents of the numerous chalets and apartments
in the Cabo Roig and La Zenia residential estates.
The cove has soft, fine sands, and is ideal for scubadiving enthusiasts, offers all of the services that you
would expect, and forms part of the attractive seafront
of Orihuela Costa, consisting of secluded coves, goldensand beaches, residential complexes, and two peaceful
marinas.

Lengh

157 m

Average Width

86 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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Campoamor Beach (La Glea)

O

ne of the best beaches in the area, La Glea
beach is the continuation of the beach known
as Barranco Rubio, and is located to the north
of the small, but well-equipped Dehesa de
Campoamor port. There are some excellent seafront
restaurants.
The beach has facilities for children’s play and a variety
of different services which mean fun for all the family. La Glea beach, also known as “Playa Grande” (the
big beach), is the largest and best equipped beach in
the area, with a whole range of different services.

Lengh

513 m

Average Width

70 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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Playa Flamenca (Cala Estaca)

T

his is an open, fine-sand beach, located in a semiurban area which is very busy during the summer
months. It has all of the services and seasonal facilities that you would expect of a beach of this size. To the
north of the beach we find the well-known Prima Prima,
which serves as a perfect geographical reference for
this intricate area of beaches and coves. To the south
we have La Zenia beach.
This small cove is very peaceful and is a favourite spot
for the numerous inhabitants of the adjoining residential
area: the Las Estacas residential area.

Lengh

172 m

Average Width

42 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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Playa Flamenca (Cala La Mosca)

O

nly some hundred metres long, Playa Flamenca beach is located between several different residential areas, and is visited by a large
number of tourists in summer. It has all of the necessary
services.
The beach gives the impression of pristine cleanliness,
with its white sands and its beautiful turquoise waters. It
has a seafront promenade and with a bus stop, taxi
rank and parking areas is very easy to access. Near to
the beach you can find a large variety of restaurants
where you can try the local gastronomy.

Lengh

108 m

Average Width

44 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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La Zenia Beach (Cala Cerrada)

B

oth Cala Cerrada, located to the north of a small
rocky outcrop where a small hotel and restaurant
complex is located, and Cala Bosque, have taken the names of Arabian structures used to extract water from channels and wells: there as interesting example of such a structure in the access route to the hotel
located between both beaches. Both beaches are located next to a residential complex with the same
name, and is a site with one of the highest number of
properties for sale on the Costa Blanca.
Cala Cerrada has a long series of steps leading to the
beach, as the beach is somewhat lower than the access promenade.

Lengh

167 m

Average Width

25 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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La Zenia Beach (Cala Bosque)

N

ext to an area with numerous hotels and with a
number of restaurants with excellent views, Cala Bosque has white sands and a promenade
which starts at its southern edge. The services in this predominantly residential area are varied and very complete. It is a beach with fine sands carried by the sea,
and totally adapted for access by the disabled.
La Zenia beach is an excellent spot for windsurf enthusiasts or for enjoying a pleasant day at the beach, resting
on a sun lounger and protected from the sun under a
beach umbrella.

Lengh

360 m

Average Width

115 m

Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

High
Yes
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Punta Prima Beach

A

small, open beach with fine white sands, currently being regenerated, it offers all of the seasonal services and facilities you would expect. It is located beside the residential estate of the
same name, which is very busy during the summer season.

A rocky stretch of coast beside the beach is ideal for
fishing. Its long promenade, that runs parallel to the
coast, is another great feature of this stretch of coast.
There is a small, but welcoming restaurant next to the
beach itself.

Lengh

234 m

Average Width

28 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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Dehesa de Campoamor Beach

A

n open beach with fine white sands and located in a semi-urban area, after passing a series
of small coves, to the north the beach borders
the Cabo Roig beach and the Mil Palmeras beach to
the south. It has a seafront promenade and numerous
services for water sports enthusiasts.
You can clearly make out the seabed, a mixture of sand
and rocks, through its crystalline waters, making it a
great place for diving enthusiasts. The beach, just like
the neighbouring residential estate, takes its name from
the writer Ramón de Campoamor, who was always
linked to this spot throughout all of his life.

Lengh

650 m

Average Width

20 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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Campoamor Beach (Aguamarina)

A

small beach which is only some 500 metres
long, with fine white sand and difficult to reach,
it is frequented by the numerous residents in the
area. Located in Dehesa de Campoamor, in the Sierra
Escalona national park, it is accessed by taking a turn
off from the N-332 road, and has all of the leisure and
relaxation services that visitors to the beach might require. Its an ideal spot for all of the family to take a dip,
as the waters are very calm, with only small waves on
occasions.
Sierra de Escalona y Dehesa de
Campoamor is currently in the process of being declared a national park.

Lengh

270 m

Average Width

29 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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Beaches of Pilar de la Horadada

L

ocated on the border between the Costa Blanca
and the Murcia Region (Costa Cálida) we can
find the beaches of Pilar de la Horadada.

Immediately after Dehesa de Campoamor, southern
part of Orihuela Costa, this long coastal sector starts
with the beach of Mil Palmeras, on the coastline of the
development
of
the
same
name.
Mil Palmeras gives way to the south Torre de la
Horadada, an area that takes its name after the
watchtower near Pilar de la Horadada that contemplates the bustling marina. This is a place of semiurban

beaches, with a marked family atmosphere, beside
maritime villages that with the passing of the years
have broadened their outlook and have become
small developments such as Las Villas.
This area gives way, as a farewell to the Valencian Region to Las Higuericas beach, in a natural and peaceful environment at just one step from the Murcia Region.
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Las Higuericas (Las Villas) Beach

L

as Higuericas beach features a very balanced
combination of nature and urban development.
Despite the numerous constructions, the quality of
water and sand are excellent. Next to it, a small dune
ridge and a wooden boardwalk, very integrated with
the environment, gives the beach a special appeal to
those who prefer quietness.
The reason for the second name of this beach is that is
partly situated opposite the urbanization Las Villas: traditional set of holiday homes.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

1390 m
110 m
Average
No
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Mil Palmeras Beach

T

he date palm is the queen in this sector where the
municipalities of Orihuela and Pilar de la Horadada
meet.

The area has a promenade with steps to access the
long stretch of clean sands. In its nearby area you can
find everything you need for leisure and entertainment.
The beach is the logical destination of the people living
in the crowded residential area of Mil Palmeras, which
means that this beach is very busy during the summer.

Lengh

800 m

Average Width

40 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

Yes
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Los Jesuitas Beach

S

mall urban beach with good quality of water and
fine white sand. It is located north of the watchtower of Pilar de la Horadada, dated from the sixteenth century. The reddish cliffs contrast with the whiteness of the sand and the blue waters.
In its immediate surroundings, back in the sixties and seventies, lots of summer homes were built, making Jesuitas
beach an ever popular beach, split into two charming
coves.
A seaside promenade, very lively during summer nights
in the neighboring beach connects Jesuitas with the
neighboring El Puerto Beach.

Lengh

70 m

Average Width

90 m

Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

Average
No
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El Conde Beach

U

rban beach of golden sands and calm waters,
located at the foot of the robust watchtower of
Pilar de la Horadada, currently owned by the
town hall and that signals the traditional southern
boundary of the Kingdom of Valencia.
The tower was built in the sixteenth century to protect
the people of Campo de la Horadada from piracy and,
it seems, was inhabited by a count who ended up giving name to this beach.

Lengh

210 m

Average Width

18 m

Occupation

High

Dissabled Friendly

No
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El Mojón Beach

T

his is the southernmost of Costa Blanca’s beaches,
as El Mojón gives way to the Region of Murcia.
Of abundant and golden sand, the beach is located next to impressive dunes and facing an area very
suitable for recreational diving. Is not for nothing that all
the marine sector up to Cabo Roig has been declared
“Place of Communitarian Interest”

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

300 m
30 m
Low
No
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El Puerto Beach

T

his cove is well maintained with abundant white
sand. It is not rare to find accumulations of Posidonia on it, a typical marine plant of the well preserved seabed in this area.
The Watchtower of Pilar de la Horadada is located in
the immediate vicinity. From El Puerto to Las Villas, this
beach has a lovely promenade that runs alongside it,
with all kind of services at hand. This urban cove always
displays a lively image.

Lengh
Average Width
Occupation
Dissabled Friendly

300 m
70 m
Average
No
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